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Basic ideaBasic idea

χ

~109cm ~ 0.01 Rsun

Extremely high dark matter 
density possibly exists near the 
supermassive black hole at the 
Galactic center
WIMP-nucleon scattering leads to 
gravitational capture and the 
accumulation of WIMPs stars
WIMP pair annihilation creates a 
new energy source in stars, i.e. the 
“burning” of dark matter
Dark matter “burners” may appear 
as red giants (Salati & Silk 1989)
Degenerate electron cores at the 
Galactic center can “burn” dark 
matter quickly enough to be 
observable (Moskalenko & Wai 
2006)



WIMP WIMP 
accumulation accumulation 
in starsin stars



WIMP capture rateWIMP capture rate

•• Geometrical limit:Geometrical limit:

•• Escape velocityEscape velocity

•• Gravitational focusingGravitational focusing
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Effect of high WIMP density on stellar interiorsEffect of high WIMP density on stellar interiors

Can change the evolution & appearance of low-mass stars
Additional source of energy comparable to the energy supply 
due to the thermonuclear reactions

The additional energy may require the convective energy transport  
since the radiative energy transport is not effective enough
The convective energy transfer may inflate the stellar radius

WIMPs may provide the effective energy transport suppressing 
the convection in the stellar core

Reduce the replenishment of the burning region with fresh fuel 
decreasing the stellar lifetime

Does not change the appearance of massive stars and 
white dwarfs

Massive stars are too luminous, L~M4

Energy transport in (bare) white dwarfs is dominated by 
degenerate electrons (isothermal interior) 



Experimental inputsExperimental inputs
Spin-independent scattering limits

CDMS II: σSI<10-43cm2

Spin-dependent scattering limits
SuperK: σSD<10-38cm2

Annihilation cross-section estimate (actual 
value not important for results!)

<σv>~3x10-26cm3s-1

Recent infrared (K-band) observations of 
Galactic center stars
EGRET upper limit on gamma-ray flux at the 
Galactic center



WIMP accumulation WIMP accumulation 

Capture rate Total # of WIMPs

white dwarf

M&W 2006, astro-ph/0608535

L ~0.16 C(m /100 GeV) erg/s L ~4x1033 erg/s



MassMass--Radius relationship for Radius relationship for WDsWDs
Carbon core Iron core

T= 0-1.5x105 K

PaneiPanei+ 2000+ 2000

HS limit



WIMP capture rate WIMP capture rate vsvs velocity dispersionvelocity dispersion

Degenerate electron Degenerate electron 
core mass in units of Mcore mass in units of M

Solid lines are for the capture rate taking into account the 
geometrical limit; dotted lines without the geometrical limit



Computed dark matter densities near the Computed dark matter densities near the 
supermassivesupermassive black hole at the Galactic centerblack hole at the Galactic center

Gondolo & Silk (1999)

Bertone & Merritt (2005)

7/37/3--adiabaticadiabatic

4/34/3--instantinstant

3/23/2

self-annihilation ~108 M pc-3

NFWNFW
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Current work

maxmax ~ m~ m /</< aavv> > BH BH ~ 10~ 101010 GeVGeV/cc/cc



WIMP capture rate WIMP capture rate vsvs distance from the SMBHdistance from the SMBH

7/33/2

4/3

7/33/2

4/3

Capture rate vs distance from the central BH for Oxygen (left) 
and Iron (right) white dwarfs of Teff =(1.0-1.5)x105 K. Numbers 
(7/3-adiabatic, 3/2, 4/3-instant) show power-law indices for 
the central spike profile.



Confirmed hot bare Confirmed hot bare WDsWDs

DM burners (bare WD): T~1.5x10DM burners (bare WD): T~1.5x105 5 K K 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
(Eisenstein+2006): (Eisenstein+2006): 

9316 confirmed 9316 confirmed WDsWDs
12 12 WDsWDs have T~ 10have T~ 105 5 KK

H1504+65: T=(1.7H1504+65: T=(1.7--2.0)x102.0)x105 5 K (Werner K (Werner 
& Wolff 1999)& Wolff 1999)



HE gammas from the GCHE gammas from the GC

Marginally Marginally 
consistentconsistent

GCGCxx

~1~1xx

Contours:
50%
68%
95%
99%

Contours:
50%
68%
95%
99%

FGC(>1 GeV)=(49±3)x10-8 cm-2 s-1



γγ--ray flux ray flux vsvs DM spike powerDM spike power--law indexlaw index
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EGRETEGRET

The DM annihilation γ-
ray flux from the
central spike vs DM 
matter density power-
law index assuming 

10 (>1 GeV) for 
M =100 GeV

The EGRET upper limit 
on gamma-ray flux 
from the Galactic 
center F(>1 GeV) = 
5x10-7 cm-2 s-1 (Mayer-
Hasselwander, et.al. 
1998)

GLAST sensitivityGLAST sensitivity
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Identifying DM burnersIdentifying DM burners

UV, XUV, X--ray observations of concentration of the ray observations of concentration of the 
bare hot bare hot WDsWDs in the Galactic centerin the Galactic center
Peculiar chemical composition of the stellar Peculiar chemical composition of the stellar 
atmospheres as the result of unusual evolution pathatmospheres as the result of unusual evolution path
Indirect identificationIndirect identification

GLAST GLAST --ray flux measurements from the Galactic ray flux measurements from the Galactic 
center center fixes the central spike profile & the annihilation fixes the central spike profile & the annihilation 
cross sectioncross section
Direct WIMPDirect WIMP--nucleon scattering cross section nucleon scattering cross section 
measurements measurements fixes WIMP capture ratefixes WIMP capture rate
Observation of the particular star orbits Observation of the particular star orbits calculation of calculation of 
the WIMP burning rate and the WIMP luminositythe WIMP burning rate and the WIMP luminosity
Additionally: LHC detection of Additionally: LHC detection of WIMPsWIMPs may provide info may provide info 
about annihilation cross sectionabout annihilation cross section



Galactic center stars in nearGalactic center stars in near--infrared (Kinfrared (K--band)band)

2000AU

Ghez et al. 2005



The The ““paradox of youthparadox of youth”” for for SgrSgr A* stars A* stars 
(e.g. (e.g. GhezGhez, , et.alet.al. 2005). 2005)

K-band measurements of Sgr A* stars indicate that 
they are hot (mK=14-17 mag, extinction ~3.3 mag)

imply that they are young stars (O9) or old stars (K5)
Difficult to see how they could have formed in situ:

given the lack / low density of gas 
extreme gravitational forces near the supermassive BH

Difficult to see how they could have efficiently 
migrated in given the short time since birth
Conventional hypotheses discussed are:

“old stars masquerading as young” or
“hot dwarfs – stripped cores of red giants”



KK--band magnitude vs. effective temperatureband magnitude vs. effective temperature

K-band magnitude mK
vs effective 
temperature Teff
without extinction.

A degenerate core 
with H or He 
envelope can be 
brighter than 14 mag
if Teff = 600-10000K 
and R>5 R .



The degenerate core WIMP burner hypothesisThe degenerate core WIMP burner hypothesis

Stars with degenerate 
electron cores are 
everywhere!
Some just happen to fall 
into the high density dark 
matter region near the 
black hole where they 
appear as WIMP burners
Compact structure: more 
stable against extreme 
gravitational conditions 
near the supermassive
black hole
What are the spectral or 
other signatures?

WIMP burners

Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

Known dwarfs

w/envelopew/o envelope



SummarySummary
If the If the supermassivesupermassive black hole at the Galactic black hole at the Galactic 
center has a dark matter spike with a profile center has a dark matter spike with a profile 
~7/3, unusual stars ~7/3, unusual stars –– ““WIMP burnersWIMP burners”” -- may be may be 
observed in the Kobserved in the K--band (band (mmKK<14 <14 magmag))
If found, a luminosity distribution of dark matter If found, a luminosity distribution of dark matter 
burners near burners near SgrSgr A* would trace the dark matter A* would trace the dark matter 
distributiondistribution
Another consequence of the dark matter spike is Another consequence of the dark matter spike is 
a gammaa gamma--ray WIMP annihilation flux above 1 ray WIMP annihilation flux above 1 GeVGeV
coincident with coincident with SgrSgr A*; this prediction is A*; this prediction is 
consistent with EGRET measurementsconsistent with EGRET measurements
GLAST should be able to provide crucial GLAST should be able to provide crucial 
measurements of the Galactic center gammameasurements of the Galactic center gamma--ray ray 
source and thereby confirm or set stringent source and thereby confirm or set stringent 
limits on this scenariolimits on this scenario
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